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386a Monday, February 17, 2014In this work we study the colicin E9 system and the PPIs that remodel during its
translocation across the outer and inner membranes of E. coli. Through a series
of in-vitro single molecule force spectroscopy experiments performed using an
atomic force microscope, we identify a mechanism by which dissociation of the
highly avid colicin E9-immunity protein interaction (fM affinity, half-life days)
can take place via the application of small forces (<20 pN) during colicin trans-
location (Farrance et al. PLoS Biol, 2013). Such a mechanism could account for
the disparity between measured lifetimes of colicin-immunity protein interac-
tions and the timescale on which colicins kill (days vs. minutes) for which im-
munity protein release is a prerequisite.
Further and ongoing pulling experiments on other PPIs formed during colicin
E9 translocation involving periplasmic proteins from the Tol complex also
show interesting behaviour under applied forces. These results suggest that
the PPI network formed during E9 translocation would be able to support
and transduce significant forces and these may be crucial in understanding
the mechanism by which colicins gain access to the cellular interior and ulti-
mately kill their target.
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Mechanical anisotropy is an important feature of materials. Depending on the
pulling direction, a material can exhibit very different mechanical properties.
Mechanical anisotropy on the microscopic scale has also been observed for in-
dividual elastomeric proteins. Depending upon the pulling direction, a protein
can unfold via different mechanical unfolding pathways and exhibit different
mechanical stability. However, it remains to be demonstrated if the concept
of mechanical anisotropy can be extended to molecular scale for small molec-
ular objects containing only a few chemical bonds. Here, we choose the
iron-sulfur center FeS4 in rubredoxin as a model system to demonstrate the
molecular level mechanical anisotropy. We used single molecular force spec-
troscopy to investigate the mechanical rupture of the FeS4 center along different
pulling directions. The FeS4 cluster is a simple molecular object with defined
three-dimensional structure, where a ferric ion and four coordinating cysteinyl
ligands are arranged into a distorted tetrahedral geometry. Mutating two specific
residues in rubredoxin to cysteines provides anchoring points that enable us to
stretch and rupture the FeS4 center along five distinct and precisely controlled
directions. Our results showed that mechanical stability as well as the rupture
mechanism and kinetics of the FeS4 center are strongly dependent upon the
direction along which it is stretched, suggesting that the very small FeS4 center
exhibits considerable mechanical anisotropy. It is likely that structural asymme-
try in the FeS4 cluster and the modulation of the local environment due to partial
unfolding of rubredoxin are responsible for the observed mechanical anisotropy.
Our results suggest that mechanical anisotropy is a universal feature for any
asymmetrical three-dimensional structure, even down to a molecular scale,
and such mechanical anisotropy can be potentially utilized to control the mech-
anochemical reactivity of molecular objects.
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Hair cells in the inner ear convert mechanical stimuli, in the vestibular and
auditory systems, into electrical signals which can be processed by the brain.
Hair cells are highly polarized with a unique elaboration of modified micro-
villi at their apical surface known as stereo cilia. Sensory stimuli such as
sound waves of a particular frequency will result in oscillations of the stereo-
ciliary bundle at that frequency. Movements of this bundle couple mechani-
cally to the channel. This force acts to gate the channel in turn resulting in a
mechano-electrical transduction. The force is relayed to the channel by fila-
ments known as tip links. Tip links are made of two atypical cadherins,
protocadherin-15 and cadherin-23 at the lower and upper ends respectively.
The tip link is held together by a non-covalent interaction between two
anti-parallel pairs of EC domains. Although much has been discerned about
the biophysics of this system the lack of adequate technology has prevented
the direct measurement of many of these properties. We have developed
molecular tools to facilitate the single molecule study of these properties.
Self-assembled DNA nanoswitches are functionalized with protocadherin15 and cadherin 23 fragments using the enzyme sortase. In order to preserve
protein function, protein-DNA coupling is performed under physiological
conditions. In this two-step process, a small synthetic peptide is first coupled
to a DNA oligo. Next, utilizing the enzyme sortase, the protein is coupled to
the DNA-peptide chimera under physiological conditions. This strategy front-
loads all of the protein-incompatible chemistry so that it is performed on an
oligo and a synthetic peptide, which are far more tolerant of non-
physiological conditions. Once assembled, the nanoswitches are then used
in an optical tweezer system to measure the rupture forces of the tip link un-
der different conditions.
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We demonstrate an atomic force microscopy (AFM) pulling assay to measure
the unbinding kinetics of DNA-protein interactions. Here we use this technique
to investigate the interactions between DNA and the abundant, non-specific
nucleoid-associated protein H-NS (Histone-like Nucleoid-Structuring protein).
In particular, we probe the unbinding kinetics of the DNA-H-NS-DNA bridges
under the influence of one environmental factor, Mg2þ-ions. In this experiment,
biotinylated DNA molecules are attached on an avidin-coated mica surface.
Then thiolated DNA molecules and H-NS proteins are added to the sample
solution to form DNA-H-NS-DNA complexes. Individual DNA-protein com-
plexes are then pulled by a gold-coated AFM tip. By measuring the force-
distance curve, we gain information on the strength with which H-NS forms
bridges between DNA molecules. Here, we probe both single DNA-H-NS-
DNA complexes and sample many complexes by fast scanning of the AFM
tip over the sample’s surface and performing approach/pulling cycles for
each position. This experimental approach leads to high-throughput measure-
ments with single-molecule resolution and is widely applicable to other
DNA-bridging proteins and receptor-ligand interactions.
References:
[1] Baclayon M, Roos WH, Wuite GJL,Mol. & Cell. Proteomics (2010) Vol.
9, 1678-1688.
[2] Dame RT, Noom MC, Wuite GJL, Nature (2006) Vol. 444, 387-390.
[3] Liu Y, Chen H, Kenney LJ, Yan J, Genes Dev. (2010) Vol. 24, 339-344.
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The quantification of molecular interactions is a cornerstone of almost all as-
pects of biomedical research, from fundamental cell biology to drug discovery.
Yet progress has been impeded by challenges implicit in current approaches:
high-cost of equipment and reagents, low throughput of many approaches,
and requisite technical expertise. Here we present a new method that solves
these challenges, replacing standard equipment with a nanoscale molecular
tool. This is accomplished by using DNA origami to place molecules on a
strand of DNA effectively creating a ‘‘molecular laboratory’’ that allows us
to control both local concentration and binding stoichiometry at a single-
molecule level. The binding state of these molecules alters the geometry of
the DNA, which can be easily readout using gel electrophoresis. This allows
us to make standard binding kinetics measurements in a highly parallel way
at low cost. Furthermore these DNA ‘‘nanoswitches’’ provide new capabilities
such as the ability to readout the binding state of multi-component systems such
as bispecific antibodies or allosteric drugs.
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The majority of biological functions are carried out at the molecular level by
interactions between various biomolecules. Because these interactions are
often the target of pharmaceutical agents, drug screening techniques must
Monday, February 17, 2014 387abe capable of sensing the interactions. Field-effect transistors (FET) have been
widely used as biosensors, but are generally used with a large number of
molecules to obtain a sufficient signal. The measurements taken with the
FET-based biosensors are mostly ‘‘on’’ or ‘‘off’’ measurements, which are
determined by the presence or absence of a reaction. A specific type of
FET, the p-type metal oxide semiconductor FET (pMOSFET) appears to be
a promising biosensor device. The pMOSFET contains holes in the channel,
also known as the inversion layer, opposite in carrier type to the substrate.
An atomic force microscope (AFM) has shown the ability to measure molec-
ular interactions down to the single molecular level and to control the distance
between a ligand and a receptor protein up to subatomic resolution. The inte-
gration of AFM and FET technologies has the potential to provide not only
valuable information about these biomolecular interactions that has not
been accomplished by other methods, but also a much more rapid drug
screening technique. The ability to control single molecules will allow for
the comprehensive study of biomolecular interactions at the single-
molecular level. This presentation will show how the AFM and FET were
integrated into one functioning biosensor. The efficiency at detecting single
molecular binding and unbinding events will be demonstrated by probing
the interactions between avidin-biotin complexes.
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There are strong indications thatmechanical forces are particularly relevant
in immune recognition. For the immune system, the enormous variety of anti-
genic ligands imposes a fundamental challenge to the discriminative power; the
mechanism for discriminating between activating and non-activating ligands
has remained enigmatic.
In a recent theoretical study we showed how forces alters the potency for recep-
tor ligand discrimination by orders of magnitudes(1). For the T cell receptor,
which specifically binds to peptides presented by MHC on an antigen-
presenting cell, discrimination can be realized with kinetic proofreading, which
fails when ligands have only marginal differences in their off-rates. We
showed, however, that the specificity of antigen-recognition can bemassively
improved by putting the TCR-pMHC bond under load: while under no force
the bond rupture probability decays exponentially with time, force-induced
bond rupture leads to much narrower distributions.
Here, we present cellular traction force microscopydata to measure forces
involved during T cell activation. Hydrogels were prepared with variable
stiffness. Fluorescent beads carrying CD3 antibodies were immobilized onto
the top layer of the hydrogel. Forces are read out by measuring the fluorescent
bead movement throughout T cell attachment and activation. The bead move-
ment was directly correlated to forces applied to the antibodies immobilized on
the beads. Moreover, discrimination between lateral and transversal applied
forces was possible by tracking the beads’ positions in 3D.
1.Klotzsch, E., and G.J. Schu¨tz. 2013. Improved Ligand Discrimination by
Force-Induced Unbinding of the T Cell Receptor from Peptide-MHC. Biophysj.
104: 1670-1675.
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Single molecule force spectroscopy allows for measurement of the unbinding
forces between a tip-tethered ligand and a cognate receptor molecule which
is immobilized on the sample surface. Conventionally, the atomic force micro-
scope (AFM) tip is aminofunctionalized and the ligand is coupled via a linear
heterobifunctional poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) linker. This approach restricts
the use of force microscopy to the investigation of single ligand-receptor pairs.
For extension of the technique to the analysis of dimeric or oligomeric recep-
tors, new crosslinkers carrying two or four terminal coupling groups for ligand-
attachment were synthesized.
The syntheses are based on tri- and pentavalent core units. Heterobivalent
PEGs serve as elongations to create the optimal ligand-to-ligand distance for
each ligand-receptor system. In case of the bivalent linker, lysine was chosen
as branching element and the biotin-streptavidin couple served as test system.
The probability density function (histogram) of the unbinding forces showed
two peaks, reflecting mono- and bivalent binding of the tip-bound bis-biotin
linker to one support-bound streptavidin molecule. The tetravalent linker was
prepared from three copies of a symmetric trifunctional subunit formed fromlysine which carries a b-alanine on its a-amino group. In a multistep reaction,
a 2*2 ‘‘fork’’ with four terminal amino groups was synthesized. Fortunately it
was possible to elongate each prong of the 2*2 fork with a PEG chain of the
same length, using HATU and HOAt for in-situ coupling of amine and carboxyl
groups. Terminal azido-groups provide for coupling of alkyne-functionalized
ligands directly on the tip. In conclusion, branched crosslinkers permit single
molecule force spectroscopy on oligomeric receptors; their modular structure
can easily be adapted for different ligand-receptor-system in terms of coupling
functions and ligand-to-ligand distance.
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We present the design and characterization of a high force magnetic tweezers
device that can apply controlled forces to magnetic beads embedded into soft
materials or biological systems, while visualizing the resultant material defor-
mation with microscopy. Using finite element analysis (FEA), we determined
the effect of the geometry of the NdFeB magnet array, as well as the geometry
of iron yokes designed to focus the magnetic fields. Sixteen shape parameters
including the magnet size, positioning and yoke curvature were defined and
modeled using open-source magnetic FEA software. Parameter sweeps were
performed using custom-written Matlab code. Geometries were optimized for
the magnitude of the magnetic field gradient and the length scale over which
the magnetic force operated. Once an optimal design was identified, the yoke
was fabricated in-house and the FEA validated by mapping the device’s mag-
netic field. To demonstrate the usefulness of this approach, we produced a mag-
netic tweezers device designed for use with optical microscopes available in a
core imaging facility. The application demanded device portability and the
ability to interface with a number of microscopes, thus imposing significant
size restrictions on the magnets used. Iterative FEA delivered an optimal
magnet-yoke geometry, which could be mounted to a carriage that advances
or retracts on command, giving the operator fine control over the applied force.
Such automation allows for rapid force switching, and also allows the effects of
long periods of cyclical loading to be determined. In future work, such an FEA
approach could easily be adapted to a range of design goals/restrictions to
create an efficient means of testing possible magnet configurations, while
streamlining the design and construction of specialized instrumentation for
force-sensitive microscopy.
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The ability to study individual biomolecules in vitro has greatly expanded our
knowledge of biological systems. Existing single-molecule techniques, such as
optical and magnetic tweezers or atomic force microscopy, allow manipulation
of individual biomolecules like DNA. They suffer from either being technically
challenging or they offer low experimental throughput. We invented a novel
lab-on-a-chip method to exert controllable forces on multiple DNA molecules
simultaneously using ultrasound: single molecule Acoustical Pushing (smAP).
smAP consists of a resonator integrated into a micro-fabricated fluidic chip. An
acoustical pressure gradient is created homogeneously throughout the sample
enabling to exert forces on DNA-tethered beads. By changing the amplitude
of the driving voltage the pressure gradient can be altered, allowing sensitive
control of the force applied to the DNA molecules.
This approach makes it possible to apply forces up to hundreds of picoNewtons
homogeneously over an area of several millimeter squared, allowing multiplex-
ing to an unprecedented level. We validate this novel single-molecule method
by recording force-distance curves of DNAmolecules, both double- and single-
stranded, in the presence of DNA-binding proteins. The simplicity and low cost
makes smAP a widely accessible tool for biophysicists.
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Riboflavin ligands present an alternative pathway for targeted drug delivery as
riboflavin receptors are over-expressed in breast and prostate cancer cells. We
have examined a riboflavin-conjugated PAMAM dendrimer (generation 5) for
